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Abstract
Joint uncertainty decoding (JUD) is an effective model-based
noise compensation technique for conventional Gaussian mixture model (GMM) based speech recognition systems. In this
paper, we apply JUD to subspace Gaussian mixture model
(SGMM) based acoustic models. The total number of Gaussians in the SGMM acoustic model is usually much larger
than for conventional GMMs, which limits the application of
approaches which explicitly compensate each Gaussian, such
as vector Taylor series (VTS). However, by clustering the
Gaussian components into a number of regression classes,
JUD-based noise compensation can be successfully applied to
SGMM systems. We evaluate the JUD/SGMM technique using the Aurora 4 corpus, and the experimental results indicated
that it is more accurate than conventional GMM-based systems
using either VTS or JUD noise compensation.

1. Introduction
Techniques for speech recognition in noise may perform compensation in the feature domain or in the model domain, although of course there are close relations between the two sets
of approaches. In particular, model-based approaches based on
vector Taylor series (VTS) have been successfully applied to
HMM/GMM systems [1, 2]. However, VTS-based noise compensation is computationally expensive as every Gaussian component in the acoustic model must be adapted, which is a significant problem for systems with a very large number of Gaussians, such as a typical SGMM acoustic model [3]. This problem can be alleviated by joint uncertainty decoding (JUD) [4],
in which the whole set of Gaussian components is clustered into
a small number of classes using a regression model. The mapping between clean and noise corrupted speech models is shared
among the Gaussians belonging to the same regression class.
In this paper, we apply the JUD noise compensation technique to SGMM based acoustic models [3]. In an SGMM, the
parameters of each Gaussian component are not estimated directly, but derived from a low dimensional model subspace.
This allows a much larger number of Gaussians to be used by
each HMM state while limiting the total number of parameters to be estimated. However, this limits the use of VTS-based
noise compensation as it operates on the surface GMMs, rather
than the compact form, leading to very high computational and
memory demands. JUD, on the other hand, compensates the
model by estimating feature transformations (except for a covariance bias term). This maintains the compact model structure
of SGMMs, and can be more efficient given a smaller regression
model. Our experiments on the Aurora 4 corpus indicate that
JUD can significantly improve the accuracy of an SGMM system in mismatched conditions introduced by noise, and that this

system is more accurate than GMM systems with either VTS or
JUD noise compensation.

2. Joint Uncertainty Decoding
In joint uncertainty decoding (JUD), the relationship between
clean speech observation x, noisy speech observation y and
model component m can be expressed as:
Z
Z
p(y | m) = p(x, y | m)dx = p(y | x, m)p(x | m)dx,
(1)
where x is viewed as a latent variable, and the conditional probability p(y | x, m) indicate the effect of noise on clean speech
for Gaussian component m. This conditional distribution links
the effect of noise with model structure. If the dependency on
m is removed, this results in a simplified uncertainty decoding rule, used for many feature domain approaches, for instance
SPLICE with uncertainty [5]:
p(y | x, m) ≈ p(y | x).

(2)

JUD noise compensation performed using (1) is computationally expensive when there are many Gaussian components. To reduce the computational load, the Gaussians may be
grouped into a small number of classes based on their acoustic
similarities, using the following approximation:
p(y | x, m) ≈ p(y | x, rm ),

(3)

where rm denotes the regression class that component m belongs to. We may approximate (1) as:
Z
p(y | m) ≈ p(y | x, rm )p(x | m)dx.
(4)
The conditional distribution p(y | x, rm ) is derived from the
joint distribution of clean and noise corrupted speech which is
assumed to be Gaussian. For the rth regression class
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and the cross covariance Σ yx can be obtained by the following
mismatch function:
h

ys = xs + hs + C log 1 + exp C−1 (ns − xs − hs )
i
α • exp C−1 (ns − xs − hs )/2
+ 2α
= f (xs , ns , hs , α ),

(8)

where the subscript s denotes the static parameters, and 1 is
the unit vector. Here, log(·), exp(·) and • denote the elementwise logarithm, exponentiation and multiplication. ns and hs
are static additive and convolutional noise, respectively. C is
the truncated discrete cosine transform (DCT) matrix, and C−1
indicates its pseudoinverse. α denotes the phase factor [6, 7].
The dynamic parameters can be derived from a continuous time
approximation [8]. By marginalising the likelihood in (4), the
likelihood of corrupted speech for the mth component can thus
be approximated as:


(r)
p(y | m) ≈ |A(r) | N A(r) y + b(r) ; µ m , Σ m + Σ b
.
(9)
The JUD transformation parameters are obtained as:
(r)−1
A(r) = Σ x(r)Σ yx
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The transforms are computed for each regression class, and applied to the Gaussians belonging to the same class in the feature
domain1 .
As in standard noise compensation, in equation (8) additive
un , Σ n ), and
noise is modelled by a single Gaussian n ∼ N (u
the convolutional noise is assumed to be constant h = µ h . The
mismatch function is highly nonlinear, which makes it difficult
to derive the parameters for the noise corrupted speech y. In this
work, we use a first order VTS approximation [1] to linearise the
(r)
µxs
, µ hs , µ ns }
mismatch function around the expansion point {µ
which results in:
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G(r) denotes the Jacobian matrix ∂f
|
. Other
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xs ,µ
approaches include data-driven parallel model combination
(DPMC) [9] which draws samples from clean speech and the
noise distribution to derive the noisy samples, and higher order
VTS [10, 11]. These approaches are normally more expensive,
but can result in more accurate speech recognition [12].

3. Joint Uncertainty Decoding for SGMMs
In the SGMM acoustic model [3], the HMM state is modelled
as:
P (yt | j) =

Kj
X

cjk

k=1

I
X

wjki N (yt | µ jki , Σ i )

(14)

i=1

µ jki = Mi vjk
wjki

where t denotes the time frame, j the HMM state index, k the
sub-state index [3], I the number of Gaussians, and Kj the
number of sub-states in state j. cjk is a sub-state mixture coefficient and Σ i is the i-th covariance matrix. vjk ∈ RS is
referred to as the sub-state vector, where S denotes the subspace dimension. The matrices Mi and the vectors wi span the
model subspaces for Gaussian means and weights respectively,
and are used to derive the GMM parameters given sub-state vectors (equations (15) and (16)).
The output densities are initialised using a universal background model (UBM), consisting of I full covariance Gaussian components, which is shared between the states and substates [3]. The UBM defines a partitioning of the acoustic space
into I regions, each of which is modeled using a Gaussian with
parameters Mi and wi , and covariance Σ i . The UBM is also
used during likelihood evaluation for state j (equations (14)–
(16)) to select a reduced set of the most likely Gaussian components for evalaution, rather than evaluating all Kj × I surface
Gaussian components. In other words, the UBM itself provides
a clustering of the surface Gaussians based on acoustic similarity which is suitable for JUD noise compensation of SGMMs as
discussed below.

exp wiT vjk
= PI
T
i0 =1 exp wi0 vjk

(15)
(16)

1
VTS compensation can be reformulated as equation (9), but with no advantage as the transformation must be computed for each Gaussian.

3.1. Noise compensation with JUD
JUD noise compensation is performed in the feature domain
with only a bias term for covariance. This means the SGMM
acoustic model does not need to be expanded (equations (15)
and (16)), thus maintaining its compact form. In addition, since
JUD does not transform the acoustic model parameters for each
Gaussian individually (unlike VTS), the computation is relatively cheap, especially when the number of regression classes
is small. To obtain an appropriate regression model for JUD,
it would be possible to apply a clustering algorithm to the surface Gaussian components in an SGMM acoustic model, as for
a conventional GMM-based system. However, SGMMs have
a large number of components (6.4 million in our experiment),
so such an approach would be computationally expensive, and
would also result in covariance matrices that depend on the regression class rather than being globally shared. This will considerably increase the computation for decoding. Given this, we
use the UBM as the regression model which circumvents these
issues. Using JUD transforms, the likelihood becomes:

P (yt | j, Mn ) =

Kj
X
k=1

cjk

I
X

wjki |A(i) |

i=1



(i)
× N A(i) yt + b(i) ; µ jki , Σ i + Σ b
(17)
(i)
where A(i) , b(i) and Σ b are derived from the ith Gaussian in
the UBM together with the noise model. Mn denotes the noise
µn , Σ n , µ h }. The updated covariance is still
model as Mn = {µ
globally shared, but during decoding, we still need to update
the normalisation terms for each utterance. Further computation
may be saved by using predictive CMLLR [13] to remove the
(i)
covariance bias term Σ b .

3.2. Noise model estimation
For JUD, the noise model estimation is similar to that used in
VTS. Two main optimisation approaches have been proposed:

expectation-maximisation (EM) which treats the noise as a latent variable [14]; and a gradient-based approach [7, 15]. A
comparison between the two, in terms of accuracy and convergence rate, can be found in [16]. In this paper, we have used a
gradient-based approach. The auxiliary function for the noise
model update is
"
X
Q(Mn ) =
γjki (t) log |A(i) |
jkit
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where γjki (t) = p (j, k, i | yt ) is the Gaussian component posterior.
The additive and convolutional noise means are updated by
taking the derivative of Q(·) with respect to µ n and µ h to be
zero, and a closed form solution can be obtained. However,
this is not the case for the additive noise variance Σ n , and we
use Newton’s algorithm to update it. Denoting σn,d as the dth
coefficient of Σ n ,
 2
−1 

∂ Q(·)
∂Q(·)
σ̂n,d = σn,d − ζ
,
(19)
∂ 2 σn,d
∂σn,d
where ζ is the learning rate. Note that in practice, the variance
may be negative if (19) is applied directly. To enforce positivity,
the logarithm of variance is estimated as in [7].

4. Experiments
JUD noise compensation for SGMMs was evaluated on the
Aurora 4 corpus, which is derived from the Wall Street Journal (WSJ0) 5k-word closed vocabulary transcription task. The
clean training set contains about 15 hours audio, and Aurora 4
provides a noisy version, which allows multi-condition training
(MTR). The test set has 300 utterances from 8 speakers. The
first test set “test01” (set A) was recorded using a close talking microphone, similar to the clean training data. “test02”
to “test07” (set B) were obtained by adding six different
types of noise, with randomly selected SNRs ranging from 5dB
to 15dB to set A. “test08” (set C) was recording using a deskmounted secondary microphone and the same type of noise was
added to this set which gives “test09” to “test14” (set D).
In the following experiments, we used 39 dimensional feature
vectors comprising 12th order mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs), and their first and second derivatives. We used
the standard WSJ 5k bigram language model.
4.1. GMM-based systems
Table 1 shows the results of VTS and JUD noise compensation on a conventional GMM system, without the phase term
(ie α = 0). Here, the clean and MTR models each have about
3.1k triphone states, each speech state modelled by 16 Gaussians while the silence state model uses 32 Gaussians. As expected, the performance of clean model is very poor on noisy
testing data, whereas the MTR model can alleviate the mismatch and resulting in significant improvements in accuracy,
on average. For the JUD system, we used a regression model
with 112 Gaussians, where 48 were used for silence and 64 for
speech derived using two separate regression trees. We also carried out VTS-based noise compensation for comparison, which

Table 1: WERs of noise compensation by VTS and JUD on
GMM systems with α = 0.
Methods
Clean model
MTR model
VTS-init
+ 1st iter
+ 2nd iter
JUD-init
+1st iter
+2nd iter

A
7.7
12.7
8.7
7.1
7.3
8.4
7.2
7.0

B
56.6
18.6
22.4
15.8
14.8
23.8
17.3
16.6

C
46.7
31.7
43.0
17.3
12.1
42.6
24.1
16.3

D
72.8
36.8
48.0
28.6
24.8
47.1
31.8
28.7

Avg
59.3
26.9
33.9
20.8
18.3
34.0
23.3
21.1

Table 2: WERs of noise compensation by JUD on SGMM systems with α = 0.
Methods
Clean model
MTR model
JUD-init
+1st iter
+2nd iter

A
5.2
6.8
5.5
5.3
5.3

B
58.2
15.2
20.6
15.3
14.7

C
50.7
18.6
36.8
25.3
20.7

D
72.1
32.3
45.6
32.0
28.4

Avg
59.9
22.2
31.4
22.5
20.3

can be viewed as JUD when each Gaussian component corresponds to a regression class.
The noise model was initialised by the first and last 20
frames of each testing utterance, corresponding to “VTS-init”
and “JUD-init” in table 1. The hypotheses generated by the initial decoding were then used to update the noise model, and
another decoding pass was conducted, giving results shown as
“1st iter”. The procedure was repeated to give the results “2nd
iter”. Table 1 indicates that updating the noise model leads to
considerable gains in accuracy for both VTS and JUD. In addition, VTS-based systems consistently outperform their JUD
counterparts as expected. However, the computation cost for
JUD is much lower than that for VTS. The lowest word error rate (WER) given by VTS is 18.3% which is comparable
to 17.8% reported in [17] with a similar system configuration,
and that for JUD is 21.1% which is a little better than 22.2%
in [18].
4.2. SGMM-based systems
We used I = 400 components in the UBM and a subspace dimension S = 40 in the SGMM-based systems. There were
about 3,900 tied triphone states, and about 16,000 substates
were used in total, resulting in 6.4 million surface Gaussians.
Similar to the GMM-based systems, we separated speech and
silence in the regression model, using 100 Gaussians for silence
and 300 for speech in the UBM. We found that this separation between speech and silence improve the accuracy for the
JUD-based systems. Table 2 gives the baseline results using
clean and MTR models. The SGMM system has a lower WER
than the GMM system on clean test data (A; 5.2% vs. 7.7%);
however, the improvement disappears in noisy conditions. This
may indicate that SGMMs do not cope with highly mismatched
data better than conventional GMMs, and motivates our work
to compensate the SGMMs for the mismatch. The MTR model,
on the other hand, gives a lower average WER compared with
its GMM counterpart (22.2% vs. 26.9%), as the mismatch is
less serious.
We then applied JUD noise compensation to a clean SGMM
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pared with the VTS/GMM and JUD/GMM systems.
Future work may include analytical determination of the
phase factor [6, 20], using higher order VTS to improve the
approximation accuracy [10, 11], and using extended VTS to
obtain a better estimate of the dynamic coefficients [21].
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Figure 1: Average WER with respect to the phase term α
for both GMM and SGMM system with VTS or JUD style
noise compensation. The best result for VTS/GMM is 17.3%
α = 1.0), JUD/GMM is 19.2% (α
α = 1.0) and JUD/SGMM
(α
α = 2.5).
is 16.8% (α
acoustic model. Table 2 shows the results without the phase
term, i.e. α = 0. Again, the noise model is initialised by the
first and last 20 frames of each utterance, and then updated by
the algorithm described in section 3.2. The results show that
JUD compensation lead to lower WERs for SGMM systems
in mismatched condition, and using a two-pass decoding, we
achieve 20.3% WER, which is about 2% absolute lower than
the MTR model, but is higher than the VTS/GMM system.
We then investigated a non-zero phase term. As an initial
evaluation, we do not estimate the value of α (as in [6]) but set
all the coefficients of α empirically to be a fixed value [7]. As
a comparison, the phase factor is also tested for GMM-based
VTS and JUD system. Figure 1 graphs the average WERs.
We find that the phase factor significantly affects both VTS and
JUD compensation for GMM and for SGMM systems, consistent with previously reported results [6,7]. The phase factor has
a large effect on the JUD/SGMM system: tuning α achieves
16.8% WER, significantly lower than the baseline (20.3%), also
lower than the best performance of VTS/GMM by 0.5% absolute. Possible reasons for this improvement may be the correlations between noise and speech captured by the phase factor,
and the systematic bias introduced by the VTS linearisation error (equation (13)) [6, 7]. In addition, α = 1 corresponds to
magnitude domain compensation, which outperforms the power
α = 0) [19].
domain compensation (α

5. Conclusion and Future Work
This paper addresses robust speech recognition based on subspace Gaussian mixture models (SGMMs) using joint uncertainty decoding (JUD) noise compensation. We used the UBM
as the regression model for JUD clustering, and have investigated noise model estimation based on this configuration. We
also discussed the impact of phase factors for noise compensation. Based on the Aurora 4 dataset, we show that JUD can
be successfully applied to SGMM-based systems to compensate
for acoustic mismatch introduced by noise. In addition, by empirically tuning the value of the phase factors, we observe significant reductions in WER for the JUD/SGMM system, com-
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